Environmental Heath mini-challenge
Water Supply, Sanitation and Storage

Let’s compare!
In almost every way you look at it, the Sunshine Coast enjoys all the privileges that
come with being a developed region in the Western world.
When we compare our region’s infrastructure with that of a developing community
like Bambui, Cameroon, it is akin to comparing apples with carrots. Should we
compare?
In this exercise, we use comparison to raise our awareness of the fundamental
issues that hold Bambui back from reaching its full potential. We can only begin to
consider solutions when we have a point of reference, or a benchmark. In this case,
it is our own backyard.
Working with developing communities is not about trying to make their carrots
look or taste like our apples. It is about collaborating and adapting community
strengths and resources to improve on deficits or shortfalls in infrastructure and
health. This is where grassroots transformation has the greatest impact.

Water supply
Sunshine Coast

Bambui

SEQ Water manages more than $10 billion of water
supply assets, including dams and weirs, conventional
water treatment plants and climate resilient sources of
water. A 600 kilometre reverse flow pipeline networks
enables drinking water to be transported to where it is
needed most. It is the most secure water supply in
Australia.

Clean water is not easily accessible for the whole Bambui
community. The factors that have contributed to this
shortage do not stem entirely from limited access to
water sources, which includes one stream and 12
springs, providing sufficient water for the community
most of the year.

Photo: www.seqwater.com.au

Water pathways
Sunshine Coast

Bambui

SEQ Water undertake strategic catchment planning to
minimise and manage risk to ensure a more consistent
approach to managing the land around our drinking water
and irrigation storages.

*The natural springs are marked in red.

Getting water to the people: Sunshine Coast

Getting water to the people: Bambui

Water quality: Sunshine Coast
SEQ Water has a team of 40 rangers and
catchment officers, who manage and
maintain our catchment land and the
recreational use of our sites. This involves
much more than mowing the grass. They
undertake duties including fire management,
illegal access monitoring and management,
pest and weed control, as well as managing
public access to our very popular lakes and
picnic areas.

Water quality: Bambui
The more immediate problem that has emerged for the
community comes from their water quality and management.
Spring water moves downhill through soil or cracks in rock
until it is forced out of the ground by natural pressure. Like
shallow wells, springs may be contaminated by surface runoff
or other contamination sources on or below the ground
surface. Potential contamination sources include livestock
gathering points, pit latrines and waste disposal sites located
upslope from the spring outlet.

Current water treatment system: Sunshine Coast

Current water treatment system: Bambui
The Bambui Water Authority (BAWA) currently uses a slow sand and gravel
filtration system to treat the water that is taken from the Felie Stream, but this is
difficult to maintain, as the top-layer of the sand filter must be removed at regular
intervals. Additionally, the flow is very slow.

Water treatment process

Water is taken from the Felie stream,
where a mesh basket is used to stop large
particles and leaves entering the intake
pipe

The water is directed into a gravel filter.
The gravel traps large particles that were
not caught by the primary mesh filter.

The water is then directed to a sand filter,
where it seeps through the top layer of sand.
This top layer acts like a bio-film, catching
finer sediments and some pathogens.
This sand must be replaced at regular
intervals to remove the isolated pathogens
and other contaminants.

Tap stands are situated in a number of
spots around the community and can be
accessed to fill containers and wash
household pots etc.

Far from perfect
There is no doubt that we are privileged to have access to such a safe and reliable
water supply. This is not the case for Bambui, where the water eventually reaches
the community, but the quality is compromised.
On top of this, Bambui faces many challenges around personal hygiene, including
poor toilet and handwashing facilities. This is a dire combination which leads to one
of the greatest issues facing developing communities: outbreak of disease.
Check out this link for statistics on just how damaging unclean water is to
developing communities and nations.
https://thewaterproject.org/water_stats

Ripple effects of dirty water

Watch this video to get a
close up on how clean water
can impact upon the physical,
social and mental health
dimensions of a community.

https://youtu.be/EHh5_6vcCoo

Something so basic…
The health benefits of improved
sanitation extends beyond the
reduction in disease and into good
health via improved psycho-social
well-being.
All of these responses are
important issues to the people in
this particular culture in Africa
(Benin).
Try to imagine your own life without
access to a toilet in your house, or
even in your street.
Make a list of what YOU think the
benefits would be in owning a
latrine. Assign each reason a rating
from 1-4.

At how many levels does
sanitation impact upon
the quality of life?
Use this example of a matrix to create
your own brainstorm around the short
term and long term impacts on health
through the consumption of dirty water.
Consider all three dimensions of health:
physical, social and mental.

SHORT AND LONG TERM EFFECTS
OF DIRTY WATER ON THE THREE
DIMENSIONS OF HEALTH

PHYSICAL HEALTH
Short Term

SOCIAL HEALTH
Short Term

MENTAL HEALTH
Short Term

Long Term

Long Term

Long Term

In-sanitation!

https://youtu.be/l8EXTKvtG1E

Practical solutions to life-threatening problems

https://youtu.be/Qdpd3roZjYw

Create a storyboard that explains how to build a tippy-tap. Use a combination of words and pictures
to offer clear yet simple instructions for each step. Your storyboard can be hand-drawn, or digitally
created. Remember to include the names of the materials required.

What next for Bambui?
What do you think Bambui could do to address the issues of improved management and storage of
water, or related sanitation issues?
Conduct your own research around one of the following issues related to water, and devise a
solution based on your findings:
• Water management (access and storage)
• Sanitation and Hygiene
Remember, whatever you propose should be something that can be carried out by the locals with
materials that are affordable and available. In other words, it must be a realistic solution.
Resources to assist you with your research are listed on the following slides.

Water management (access and storage)
Stimulus questions
• What is the average rainfall in Cameroon? Is climate change a threat to water supply?
• What are the risks of:
• allowing livestock to graze near water sources/supply?
• holding major markets near major water sources?
• allowing rubbish to be dumped close by to a water source?
• Could there be an alternative to using natural springs as a source of water?

Resources
http://www.arcsa.org/news/262615/Harvesting-Rainwater-Is-Saving-Lives-in-Cameroon.htm
https://thewaterproject.org/sand-dams

How to protect natural springs from contamination

Sanitation and hygiene
Stimulus questions
• Where do people wash their hands if there is no water piped into their houses?
• How can you ensure that toilet design/toileting practices do not foul the water supply/ water
source?
• What are some simple methods to prevent the outbreak of infectious disease?

Resources
https://www.oxfam.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/Unit-4-Safe-water-and-sanitation_Tippy-Tap-Instructions.pdf
https://www.one.org/us/2014/11/18/7-sustainable-toilets-that-could-change-the-way-the-world-poops/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CvWRWOac9lM (Arborloo)

Presentation to Class
• Now that you have looked closely at one of these two issues, you will present your
findings to your classmates. The presentation will include your suggestions for how
people living in Bambui could adapt one simple solution to mitigate the negative impact
of your chosen issue on their way of life.
• Try to present a different solution to the one that your group is adopting in the Global
Challenge.
• You will present the main facts via an infographic layout by using a free infographic
maker such as Piktochart or Canva. How you present supporting material is up to you.
Images, sounds, creative pieces…anyway you like.
• Email a file of your presentation to your teacher and classmates.

Sources

All photos of Bambui are shared with the kind permission of Engineers Without
Borders Australia.

http://www.one.org
http://www.ecosanres.org
https://www.thewaterproject.org
https://www.cawst.org
https://www.oxfam.org.au
https://teachunicef.org
http://practicalaction.org
http://www.seqwater.com.au

